Keystone® Compac III Straight Face features unrivaled aesthetic options and proven wall performance. Installers prefer the Compac® III’s lighter weight making it easy to handle. Trusted by architects, engineers and contractors around the world, the Keystone® Compac III unit utilises the proven Keystone® pin connection system. By introducing Compac III, Firth will be ensuring the NZ market has access to the most widely recognized segmental retaining wall product in the world.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

Maximum Versatility and Performance
- The Compac III design results in decreased unit weight; making installation easier while maintaining structural integrity
- Allows for various positive connections with reinforcement to build engineered walls in excess of 18.2m tall
- Increases vertical drainage through face units

Ease of Installation
- Units do not require inverting
- Caps are solid and glued to top course (pins not required)
- Unit shape allows for radius curves and vertical core alignment
- Kidney shaped pin receiving hole allows for installer-friendly construction adjustments
- Near vertical or battered setback construction options

Aesthetics
- Versatile colour to complement any landscape
- Natural stone texture appearance

NOTE: Keystone® Compac III and Keystone® Compac IV are not compatible. Pins must be purchased with units. Regional colour variations occur.

SPECIFICATION:

STRAIGHT FACE
Dimensions: 200 x 457 x 305mm
Unit Weight: 32 kg
Units/m²: 11
Item Code:
Rockface: KCPAC3STFROC
Onyx: KCPAC3STFONYX

CORNER UNIT
Dimensions: 200 x 457 x 225mm
Unit Weight: 45 kg
Units/m²: 11
Item Code:
Rockface: KCNRROCO
Onyx: KCNRONYX

CAPPING UNIT
Dimensions: 100 x 457 x 270mm
Unit Weight: 26 kg
Item Code:
Rockface: KCPAC3CAPROC
Onyx: KCPAC3CAPONYX

FIBREGLASS ALIGNMENT PINS
Dimensions: 13mm x 133mm
Per Box: 45
Item Code: KSTPIN3